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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

RANJANA ASH is an Associate Fellow of the Centre for Research on Asian Migration at the University of Warwick and an editor/consultant for the Heinemann Asian Writers’ Series.

MELISSA BOYDE and AMANDA LAWSON are post-graduate students at the University of Wollongong, NSW, Australia.

ANNE BREWSTER teaches at Curtin University, Western Australia.

JANE BRYCE teaches at the University of the West Indies, Barbados.

DIANA BRYDON is Professor at the University of Guelph, Canada.

ISABEL CARRERA teaches at the University of Oviedo, Spain.

SHIRLEY CHEW is Professor of Commonwealth literature at the University of Leeds.

HEIDE CREAMER lives in Massachusetts and researches on feminist writing and theory.

GEOFFREY DAVIS teaches at the University of Aachen, Germany.

NELOUFE DE MEL teaches at the University of Colombo, Sri Lanka.

LILAMANI DE SILVA teaches at the University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka.

JEANNE DELBAERE is Professor at the Free University of Brussels, Belgium.

CORAL ANN HOWELLS is Professor of Canadian literature at Reading University, U.K.

LARS JENSEN is a graduate of Aarhus University and a post-graduate student at the University of Leeds, U.K.

DOROTHY JONES is Professor at the University of Wollongong, Australia.

JOAN KIRKBY is Professor at Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia.

KOH TAI ANN is Dean of Humanities at Nanyang University, Singapore.

ELAINE LINDSAY is completing her doctorate on several Australian women writers and does freelance reviewing for major Australian papers and magazines.

DENISE deCAIRES NARAIN teaches at the University of Sussex.

EVELYN O’CALLAGHAN teaches at the University of the West Indies, Barbados.

DONNA PALMATEER PENNEE teaches at Guelph University, Canada.
KIRSTEN HOLST PETERSEN teaches at Roskilde University, Denmark.

XAVIER PONS is Professor at the University of Toulouse, France.

ANNA RUTHERFORD teaches post-colonial literature at the University of Aarhus and is editor of Kunapipi and director of Dangaroo Press.

MARYLYNN SCOTT lives in Toronto, Canada.

GERRY TURCOTTE teaches at the University of Wollongong, NSW, Australia.

GILLIAN WHITLOCK teaches at Griffith University, Queensland, Australia.

JANET WILSON teaches at the University of Otago, New Zealand.

CHANTAL ZABUS is Professor at the University of Louvain, Belgium.
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